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ABSTRACT

Anabolic metabolism in lymphocytes promotes plasmablast and cytotoxic T cell differentiation at the expense of self-renewal. Heightened expression and function of the transcription factor IFN regulatory factor 4 (IRF4) accompany enhanced anabolic induction and full commitment to functional differentiation in B cells and CD8⁺ T cells. In this study, we used a genetic approach to determine whether IRF4 plays an analogous role in Th1 cell induction. Our findings indicate that IRF4 promotes determined Th1 cell differentiation in tandem with anabolic metabolism of CD4⁺ T cells. IRF4-deficient CD4⁺ T cells stimulated in vitro exhibit impaired induction of Th1 gene expression and defective silencing of T cell factor 1 expression. IRF4-deficient CD4⁺ T cells also undergo a shift toward catabolic metabolism, with reduced mammalian target of rapamycin activation, cell size, and nutrient uptake, as well as increased mitochondrial clearance. These findings suggest that the ability to remodel metabolic states can be an essential gateway for altering cell fate. ImmunoHorizons, 2017, 1: 156–161.

INTRODUCTION

Emerging evidence has implicated cellular metabolism as a defining feature, if not a frank determinant of lymphocyte fate and function (1). Naive and quiescent memory lymphocytes rely on catabolic metabolism, including mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation, fatty acid β-oxidation, and autophagy, for successful homeostasis and renewal. In contrast, activation, proliferation, and induction of effector T cells and plasmablasts require anabolic metabolism, including inducible glucose uptake and aerobic glycolysis (reviewed in Ref. 1).

Activated progenitors that have undergone several divisions are capable of giving rise to asymmetric daughter cells, owing to unequal anabolic PI3K/mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) activation (2–4). A differentiated sibling cell undergoes inactivation of FoxO1 and irreversible silencing of Pax5 or T cell factor 1 (TCF1), whereas a self-renewing sibling cell with lesser PI3K activation maintains expression of Pax5 or TCF1 and the ability to give rise to self-renewing and differentiated progeny (2–4). Determined CD4⁺ Th1 cell differentiation in vivo is also characterized by asymmetric outcomes wherein production of a Th1 cell that silences TCF1 is accompanied by the production of a self-renewing sibling cell that maintains expression of TCF1 (3, 5). Th1 cell determination is also driven by anabolic PI3K/mTOR signaling and aerobic glycolysis (3, 5–11).
The transcription factor IFN regulatory factor 4 (IRF4) is critical for the differentiation of germinal center B cells and, at high concentrations, plasma cells (3, 4, 12–14). IRF4 has been implicated in dose-dependent anabolic gene induction of CD8+ effector T cells that silence TCF1 and plasmablasts that silence Pax5, at least in part because of its induction by PI3K/mTOR signaling and its governance of numerous genes of the glucose uptake and metabolism pathway (2, 4, 15–19). The roles of IRF4 in CD4+ effector differentiation have been partly elucidated (20–26). In view of the recent suggestion that IRF4 governs oxidative and glycolytic metabolism in CD4+ T cells (20), we deployed an in vitro Th1-induction system to discern whether IRF4 governs the anabolic switch required for Th1 differentiation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice and Th1 culture
Wild-type (WT) C57BL/6 and IRF4-knockout (KO) (14) littermate mice served as sources of CD4+ T cells. Both male and female mice were used at age 8–10 wk, and mice were housed in specific pathogen–free conditions. All experiments were conducted in
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FIGURE 2. IRF4 is required for anabolic induction of CD4+ T cells.

(A) CD4+ T cells activated under Th1-inducing conditions were analyzed by phospho-flow cytometry for mTOR activity by ribosomal S6 phosphorylation levels at day 4 post-TCR stimulation (upper left and middle left panels). FACS plot statistic indicates mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of phospho-S6. Quantification of phospho-S6 levels (upper middle right panel). MFI of phospho-S6 at the indicated cell (Continued)
accordance with National Institutes of Health and Columbia University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines. All efforts were made to minimize animal suffering and the number of animals used. Naïve CD4+ T cells were purified from spleens by magnetic cell separation (Miltenyi Biotec) and subsequently labeled with the cell proliferation dye (CPD) CellTrace Violet (Thermo Fisher). A total of 5 × 10^5 cells was seeded in 48-well tissue culture plates precoated with anti-CD3 (1 µg/ml) and anti-CD28 (1 µg/ml) in Iscove’s Modified Eagle Medium (Corning) supplemented with 10% FBS, IL-2 (20 IU/ml), and IL-12 (10 ng/ml). For experiments with retroviral expression of T-bet–GFP, cells were cultured for ≥36 h before spinfection, as previously described (3). Following spinfection, cells were returned to the original culture media and cultured for an additional 48 h before flow cytometric analysis.

Flow cytometry
Staining for flow cytometry analysis was performed as described (3, 4). For phospho-flow cytometry, samples were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min, followed by permeabilization with ice-cold methanol for 5 min before Ab staining. Cytokine production was assayed following PMA (50 ng/ml) and ionomycin (1 µg/ml) re-stimulation for 4 h. Abs used in this study include CD25 (clone PC61; BioLegend), CD62L (clone MEL-14; BD Biosciences), CD98 (clone RL388; BioLegend), anti-CD2 (clone EPR3915; Abcam), T-bet (clone 4B10; BioLegend), TCF1 (clone C63D9; Cell Signaling Technology), phospho-S6 (clone S235/236; Cell Signaling Technology), granzyme B (clone GB1I; BioLegend), IFN-γ (clone XMGL12; BD Biosciences), TNF-α (clone MP6-XT22; BD Biosciences), and goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 647 secondary Ab (Thermo Fisher). Flow cytometry samples were acquired on a BD LSR II or BD Fortessa, and analysis was performed with FlowJo software (TreeStar, San Carlos, CA).

Glucose uptake following TCR stimulation was measured by incubating cells in 2-NBDG (100 µM; Cayman Chemical) for 45 min at 37°C in glucose-free RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% diazoyed FBS. Mitoclearance was assessed by labeling naive CD4+ T cells with MitoTracker Green (200 nM; Thermo Fisher), followed by two washes with complete media. Cells were then labeled with CellTrace Violet and activated in Th1-inducing conditions. Clearance of mitochondrial fluorescence represents the sum of passive dilution during cell division plus active destruction through autophagy (3). Total mitochondrial mass and mitochondrial membrane potential were determined by labeling cells with MitoTracker Red or TMRE (Thermo Fisher), respectively, according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism (version 6). The p values and significance cutoffs are specified in each figure legend.

RESULTS

Impaired Th1 differentiation in IRF4-KO CD4+ T cells
Naïve WT and IRF4-KO (14) CD4+ T cells were activated in Th1-inducing conditions in vitro for 4 d prior to flow cytometry. Compared with WT cells, proliferating IRF4-deficient cells expressed substantially less Th1 cytokines (IFN-γ, TNF-α) and effector molecules (granzyyme B) (Fig. 1A). Consistent with a defect in functional Th1 gene expression, IRF4-deficient cells also failed to extinguish expression of TCF1 (Fig. 1B), which is characteristically silenced during terminal Th1 differentiation (5, 7, 27, 28). IRF4-deficient cells also exhibited reduced induction of the Th1 markers T-bet and CD25, as well as increased maintenance of CD62 ligand expression (Fig. 1B). Transduction of IRF4-deficient cells with T-bet–GFP retrovirus failed to rescue defects in TCF1 silencing and cytokine induction (Fig. 1C). The present results, together with recent observations using Listeria infection (20), suggest that IRF4 is required for the induction of optimal Th1 differentiation but not simply as an inducer of Th1-specific genes.

Impaired anabolism in IRF4-KO CD4+ T cells
Like plasmablast and CD8+ effector differentiation, CD4+ Th1 differentiation requires sufficient anabolic activation, including aerobic glycolysis (Warburg effect) (3, 5–11). Consistent with the previously described role for IRF4 in the anabolic activation of B cells and CD8+ T cells (3, 4, 16), we found that IRF4-deficient CD4+ T cells had impaired activation of the mTOR pathway, as
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assessed by phosphorylation of ribosome subunit S6 (Fig. 2A). Deficient mTOR activation was evident in early and late division cells and was maintained throughout the duration of the experiment, suggesting that IRF4 plays a primary role in supporting PI3K/mTOR activation. Despite the impairment in phosphorylation of S6, levels of FoxO1 phosphorylation (another target of PI3K signaling) appeared intact in IRF4-deficient cells (Fig. 2A), which is consistent with the ability of IRF4-deficient B cells to undergo inducible nuclear displacement of FoxO1 (4).

Consistent with a model wherein IRF4 sits in a critical node of anabolic metabolism, and whose deficiency results in catabolism (3, 4, 16), we found that the cellular descendants of IRF4-deficient cells exhibited enhanced clearance of aged mitochondria (Fig. 2B), an indicator of catabolic mitochondrial autophagy, which appears to predict a diminished likelihood of differentiation (3). Differences in the levels of aged mitochondria were evident beginning at the second division and continuing on to later divisions (Fig. 2B), further suggesting a primary role for IRF4 in sustaining nutritive signaling. Despite enhanced mitochondrial elimination, dividing IRF4-deficient CD4+ T cells had lower total mitochondrial content and lower mitochondrial membrane potential (Fig. 2B).

Consistent with a switch toward more catabolic metabolism, IRF4-deficient cells exhibited reduced blasting cell size, along with defective expression of CD98, a shared chain of some amino acid transporters, and Glut1 (8), the predominant inducible glucose transporter of CD4+ T cells (Fig. 2C). Reduced Glut1 induction was also associated with diminished glucose uptake in IRF4-deficient cells (Fig. 2C). These results are consistent with recent analyses showing defective glycolytic flux in IRF4-deficient CD4+ T cells (20).

DISCUSSION

IRF4 appears to function as a factor that permits anabolic metabolism to be interwoven with terminal lymphocyte differentiation. It had been previously suggested that IRF4 acts downstream of mTOR signaling in T cells (15). The present finding that mTOR activation also requires IRF4 function is consistent with a feed-forward feed-back relationship that characterizes binary or bistable systems (3). As such, perturbations of upstream signals or downstream processes of anabolism cause abortive anabolic induction, with default to catabolism (3). By licensing upstream nutritive signaling, nutrient uptake and utilization, and rewiring the transcriptional circuitry of cell fate, IRF4 couples metabolic and lineage choice.

Mitochondrial biogenesis and fusion, which accompany the autophagy of older mitochondria in physiological memory T cells, are essential for optimal oxidative metabolism (3, 29). The present findings that IRF4-deficient cells exhibit a reduction in total mitochondrial content and mitochondrial membrane potential suggest that the severity of nutrient deprivation in the absence of IRF4 prevents basal replacement/biogenesis of new mitochondria to offset the elimination of aged organelles. Therefore, the resultant defects in mitochondrial function would be consistent with recent findings that oxidative metabolism is reduced in IRF4-deficient CD4+ T cells (20). Defective oxygen consumption of IRF4-deficient CD4+ T cells might then be regarded as a reflection of the severity of the catabolic state rather than an inability to engage in catabolic self-digestion per se.

The present results suggest that IRF4 is not simply directing two parallel, but unrelated, processes (Th1 differentiation and anabolism). Instead, defective anabolism in IRF4-deficient cells is probably analogous to perturbation of glucose availability, both being causal to defective Th1 differentiation and function (8, 10, 11). Presumably, anabolic metabolism, which apparently requires IRF4, drives Th1 differentiation, in part through its ability to support silencing of TCF1, a negative regulator of T-bet induction (7, 27, 28). Whether IRF4 and anabolism promote silencing of TCF1 solely by inactivating FoxO1, a guardian of lymphocyte self-renewal (3, 4), or through other gene regulatory mechanisms will require further investigation. Nonetheless, the binary nature of cellular anabolism versus catabolism is a seemingly robust framework to balance the opposing cell fates of differentiation and self-renewal and an attractive target to dampen or augment immune responses.
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In Fig. 1C, within the upper row of the flow cytometry dot plots, there was an inadvertent insertion of a label inside the first plot as well as an inadvertent duplication of the third plot in the fourth position. A corrected version of Fig. 1 that contains the corrected panels for the first and fourth plots is shown below. The percentages within the gated regions were not affected by the error. The figure legend was correct as published and is shown below for reference. The figure has also been corrected in the online article.
FIGURE 1. IRF4 is required for efficient Th1 CD4^+ effector cell differentiation.

(A) CD4^+ T cells were labeled with CPD, stimulated with anti-CD3/CD28 + IL-2/IL-12, and restimulated with PMA/ionomycin on day 4, followed by FACS analysis. Representative FACS plots of indicated protein versus CPD (left panels). Quantification of the percent positive population in WT and IRF4-KO CD4^+ T cells (right panels). (B) Representative FACS plots of TCF1 expression versus CPD after 4 d of activation in Th1-inducing conditions (top left and middle panels). Quantification of TCF1-low population in WT and IRF4-KO CD4^+ T cells (top right panel). Representative line graphs of T-bet, CD25, and CD62L staining of CD4^+ T cells (middle row). Quantification of protein expression in WT and IRF4-KO CD4^+ T cells (bottom row). (C) Increased T-bet protein expression in WT and IRF4-KO CD4^+ T cells following transduction with T-bet–GFP retrovirus (open graph) compared with untransduced cells (shaded graph) at day 4 postactivation (left panels). Expression of TCF1 (upper right panels) and TNF-α (lower right panels) by CD4^+ T cells transduced (GFP^+) or untransduced (GFP^-) with T-bet–GFP retrovirus, at day 4 postactivation. Plots are representative of three independent experiments. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, paired t test.